
Tab1e 8: Writing Rubric of the WIDA Consortium 

A variety of sentence lengths 
of varying linguistic 
complexity in a single tightly 
organized paragraph or in 
well-organized extended text; 
tight cohesion and 
orgafilzation 

A variety of sentence lengths 
of varying linguistic 
complexity in a single 
orgaillzed paragraph or in 
extended text; cohesion and 

variety of sentence lengths 
of varying linguistic 
om lexi .,; eme~"m"· "'--~ 

cohesion used to provide 
detail and clarity 

Simple and expauded 
sentences that show emerging 
complexity used to provide 
detail 

Phrases and short sentences; 
varying amount of text may 
be copied or adapted; some 
attempt at organization may 
be evidenced 

Single words, set phrases, or 
chunks of s:iJnple language; 
varying amounts of text may 
be copied or adapted; adapted 
text contains original 
lauguage 

Consistent use of just the right 
word in just the right place; 
precise Vocabulary Usage in 
general, specific, or technical 
lauguage 

Usage of technical language 
related to the content area; 
evident facility with needed 
vocabulary 

Usage of specific and some 
technical language related to the 
content area; lack of needed 
vocabulary 1nay be occasionally 
evident 

Usage of general and some 
specific language related to the 
content area; lack of needed 
vocabulary may be evident 

Usage of general language related 
to the content area; lack of 
vocabulary 1nay be evident 

Usage of highest frequency 
vocabulary from school setting 
and content areas 

Has reached comparability to that 
of English proficient peers 
functioning at the "proficient" 
level in state-wide assessments 

Approaching comparability to 
that of English proficient peers; 
errors don't impede 
comprehensibility 

Generally comprehensible at all 
times, errors don't impede the 
overall meaning; such errors may 
reflect first language interference 

Generally comprehensible when 
writing in sentences; 
con1prehensibility may from time 
to time be impeded by errors 
when attempting to produce more 
complex text 

Generally comprehensible when 
text is adapted from model or 
source text, or when original text 
is limited to simple text; 
comprehensibility may be often 
impeded by errors 

Generally comprehensible when 
text is copied or adapted from 
model or source text; 
comprehensibility may be 
significantly impeded in original 
text 
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Table 7: Speaking Rubric of the WIDA Consortium 

Single words, set 
phrases, or chunks of 
memo1ized oral 
language 

Phrases, short oral 
sentences 

Simple and expanded 
oral sentences; 
responses show 
emerging complexity 
nsed to add detail 

A variety ofOral . 
sentence lengths of 
varying lingnistic .. 
complexi ; spouses 
sliow emerging 
cohesion nsed to 
provide detail and 
clari 
A variety of sentence 
lengths of varying 
linguistic complexity in 
extended oral 
discourse; responses 
show cohesion and 

Highest frequency 
vocabulary from school 
setting and content areas 

General language related 
to the content area; 
groping for vocabulary 
when going beyond the 
highly familiar is evident 

General and some 
specific language related 
to the content area; may 
grope for needed 
vocabulary at times 

Specific and some 
technical language related 
to t]Je content area; 
groping for needed 
vocabulary may be 
occasionally evident 

Technical language 
related to the content 
area; facility with needed 
vocabulary is evident 

Generally comprehensible and fluent 
when using memorized language; 
communication may be significantly 
impeded when going beyond the highly 
familiar 
Generally comprehensible and fluent 
when using simple discourse; 
communication may be impeded by 
groping for language structures or by 
phonological, syntactic, or semantic 
errors when going beyond phrases and 
short, sim le sentences 
Generally comprehensible and fluent 
when communicating in sentences; 
communication may from time to time 
be impeded by groping for language 
structures or by phonological, syntactic, 
or semantic errors, especially when 
attem tin more com lex oral discourse 
Generally comprehensible and fluent at 
all times, though phonological, 
syntactic, or semantic errors that don't 
impede the overall meaning of the 
communication may appear at times; 
such errors may reflect first language 
interference 

Approaching comparability to that of 
English proficient peers; errors don't 
impede communication and may be 
typical of those an English proficient 
peer may make 
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Figure H: WIDA Performance Definitions Speaking and Writing, Grades K-12 wfoA 
... --~"~""-·-.,~-.. ~·· ·-·-·······------ ·----··-··········· ·-----······---~ . ., 

At each grade, to1vard the end of a given level of English language proficiency, and wirh instruc::rional support, English language learners will produce... j 

Multiple, con1pl.ex sentences 
Organized, cohesive, and coherent 
expression of ideas 

Short, expanded, and so1ne complex 
sentences 
Organized expression of ideas with 
emerging cohesio11 

Short and so1ne expanded sentences vvit.h 
lne;m:ing complexity 

Expanded expression of one 1Qea n 
ernergi.og expression of multiple related 
ideas 

Phrases or short sentences 
Emerging expression of ideas 

Words, phrases, or chunks of language 
Single words used to represent ideas 

• A variety of gra1nn1acical strucrures 
matched to purpose 
A broad range of sentence pauerns 
charaaeriscic of particular content areas 

• A variety of grammatical structures 
Sentence patterns characteristic of 
particular content areas 

Repetitive gr.amn1adcal stn1ctures with 
occasional variation 
Se:nrence patterns across content areas 

Formulaic grammatical srrucrures 
• Repetitive phrasal and sentence patte.l'ns 

across content areas 

Phrase-level granunarical structures 
Phrasal patterns associated with common 
social and instructional situations 

... within sociocultural contexts for language use. 

T~chni.cal and abstract content-area 
language, including content-specific 
collocations 
Words and exprcs~1ons with shades of 
meaning across contenr areas 

Specific and some tech~ical content~ase'.a 
language 

• Words and expressions with expressive 
meaning through use of collocations and 
idioms across content areas 

Spedfic content language, indud.hig cognates 
aod expressions 
Words or expressioll-<: with multiple 
meanings used across content areas 

General content words and expi-essions 
Social and instructional words and 
expressions across content. areas 

General contenr-related words 
Evetyday soCial an'd inst1uctional words and_ 
expressions 
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Figure G: WIDA Performance Definitions listening and Reading, Grades K-12 wfo/:\ 
-------~~""-m~m-"w""'~'"'~-··-------~ 

At each grade, roward ~he end of a given Jevel of English language proficiency, and with instructional support7 English language learners will process, .. 

sentences 
Cohesive and organized telaced ideas 

Conne...-red discourse with .a variety of 
.sentences 
Expanded reJated i.d.eas 

Discourse with a series of extended 
sentences 
Rdated ideas 

Multiple rdated simple sentenc~ 
An idea with_ details 

Single statements or questions 
An idea-;.vithln >vonls, phrases, or chunks 
of language 

Co1npound, complex grammatical 
constructions (e.g., multiple phrases and 
clauses) 
A broad range of sentence patterns 
characteristic of partkular content areas 

A variety of coJnple:x gram.matical 
constructions 
Sentence patterns characteristic of 
particular content areas 

Compound and some complex (e.g., not1n '"'
phrase, "\retb phrase~ prepositional phra!le) 

·an1maticai constructions 
Se1uence patterns :icross content areas 

Compound granuna.tical constructions 
Repetitive phra."al and sentence patterns 
across con te.llt atr:as 

Sirnpk gramn1aUc;'al constructions (e.g., 
cotn.mand.s, Wh- questions, declaratives) 
Common social and instructional forms 

.and patterns 

, , . \Vithin sociocuh:ural contexts for language use. 

Technical and abstract content-area 
language, including c0ntent-speci1ic 
collocations 
Words and expressions with shades of 
meaning across content areas 

Specific and some technie<tl -content-area 
language 

• Words or expressions with inultiple 
meanings across content are.."ls 

Specific content language, including 
apressions 
Word-. and ex:pr.essions with common 
collocations and idio1ns across content 
areas 

General content words and expressionsi 
including cognates 
Social and instructional words and 
expressions across concenc a.teas 

G·eneral contcnt..-rclated words 
Everyday social and instructional. words 
and expressions 



CAN DO Descriptors: Grade Level Cluster 6·8 wfoJ\: 
CONSORTIUM 

For the given level of English language proficiency and with visual, graphic, or interactive support through Level 4, English 
language learners can process or produce the language needed to: 

····~·.' •;z ',-,-
;z •. 

r-: .. :LLJ_' 

:.~r 

Follow one-step oral 
commands/instructions 

Match social language to 
visual/graphic displays 

Identify objects, people, or 
places from oral statements/ 
questions using gestures 
(e.g., pointing) 

Match instructional 
language with visual 
representation (e.g., 'lJse a 
sharpened pencil.") 

Answer yes/no and choice 
questions 

Begin to use general and 
high frequency vocabulary 

Repeat words, short phrases, 
memorized chunks 

Answer select WH
questions (e.g., "who," 
"what," "when," "where") 
within context of lessons or 
personal experiences 

Follow multi-step oral 
commands/instructions 

Classify/sort content-related 
visuals per oral descriptions 

Sequence visuals per oral 
directions 

Identify information on 
charts or tables based on 
oral-statements 

Convey content through 
high frequency words/ 
phrases 

State big/main ideas of 
classroom conversation 

Describe situations from 
modeled sentences 

Describe routines and 
everyday events 

Express everyday needs and 
wants 

Communicate in social 
situations 

Make requests 

Categorize content
based examples from oral 
directions 

Match main ideas of 
familiar text read aloud to 
visuals 

Use learning strategies 
described orally 

Identify everyday examples 
of content-based concepts 
described orally 

Associate oral language with 
different time frames (e.g., 
past, present, future) 

Begin to express time 
through multiple tenses 

Retell/rephrase ideas from 
speech 

Give brief oral content
based presentations 

State opinions 

Connect ideas in discourse 
using transitions (e.g., 
"but," "then") 

Use different registers inside 
and outside of class 

State big/main ideas with 
some supporting details 

Ask for clarification (e.g., 
self-monitor) 

Identify main ideas and 
details of oral discourse 

Complete content-related 
tasks or assignments based 
on oral discourse 

Apply learning strategies to 
new situations 

Role play, dramatize, or 
re-enact scenarios from oral 
reading 

Paraphrase and summarize 
ideas presented orall 

Def'end apGint of view 

Explain outcomes 

Explain and_ compare 
content-based concepts 

Connect ideas with 
supporting -details/evidence 

Substantiate opinions with 
reasons and evidence 

Use oral information to 
accomplish grade-level tasks 

Evaluate intent of speech 
and act accordingly 

Ma~e inferences from 
grade-level text read aloud 

Discriminate among 
multiple genres read orally 

Defend a point of view and 
give reasons 

Use and explain metaphors 
and similes 

Communicate with fluency 
in social and academic 
contexts 

Negotiate meaning in group 
discussions 

Discuss and give examples 
of abstract, content~based 
ideas (e.g., democracy, 
justice) 

The CAN DO Descriptors \Vork in conjunction with the WIDA Performance Definitions of the English language proficiency standards. The Performance Definitions use three 

criteria (1. linguistic complexity; 2. vocabulary usage; and 3. language control) to describe the increasing quality and quantity of students' language processing and use across the 

levels- of language proficiency. 
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